Pull Paver Shaker

Description
The Pull Paver Shaker innovation uses a vibrating tool installed near the operator’s controls on a pull paver hopper. The innovation was crafted using materials from trade-in trucks.

Benefit
By installing this innovation, it saves time, simplifies work and improves safety by eliminating employees leaning over the hot mix to shovel the material to the auger portion of the hopper.

Parts and Labor
The expenses associated with the innovation were $12 for the cost of a switch and wire to run near the operator’s controls and 10 hours of labor.

For More Information Contact:
Kelly Shipman at: (417) 581-6827 or Joshua Burks at joshua.burks@modot.mo.gov.

Additional photos can be seen by accessing the Innovations Challenge homepage at: http://wwwi/intranet/cr/SolutionsAtWork/Innovations.htm.